DriWater is an all natural watering gel used for plant irrigation. DriWater is 98% water and
2% food grade binders which are found in common items such as ice cream, mayonnaise
and peanut butter. The product is safe around people and animals. DriWater liquefies
when the gel comes in contact with soil. The natural bacteria in soil will consume the
binders and release the water directly to the plant.
There are two suggested tests using DriWater that will show the most efficient way to
water plants. DriWater is like a slowly melting ice cube that release water over long
periods of time. We have two different delivery systems for your test;
2” Gel Pac - Indoor test. The DriWater 9 ounce 2” Gel Pac
can water plants for approximately 30 days. You can use
either a 6” or 8” pot with the same type of plant to show how
to water with the least amount of water possible. The test is
easy, water each plant, cut the Gel Pac to expose 1.5
inches of gel and place on one plant. Over the next 30
days, monitor the amount of liquid water needed for the
other plant.

Quart carton- Indoor or outdoor test. The DriWater 32
ounce Quart carton will water plants for approximately
90 days. If the test is indoors, you should use a 10” or
12” pot. If the test is outdoors, you should use a plant
that will show water stress so you know when to apply
additional water. If it is hot and the plants are in the sun,
the DriWater plant may need additional water as well.
Be sure to add this amount to the water consumption
totals for a true comparison.

The test kit includes four Quarts and six 2” Gel Pacs and sells for $19.00 (retail value is
$30.05) which includes shipping to your school location. We have also included a test
protocol form, data accumulation sheet and test synopsis to create a complete test from
beginning to end.
DriWater is the most efficient way to water plants. Your students will enjoy this unique
watering gel and to see the water savings when using time release water technology.
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